Trauma Resident Accessing ED Documentation When Performing ‘Fast Ultrasound’ in the ED

A new navigator has been added to the list of available navigators the Inpatient Residents see when logged into “MD Ruby”. It is located under the “More” button when the ‘Navigator’ activity is open in the patient’s chart. *(view may vary based on the width of your computer screen)*

Once you open the ‘Ultrasound Procedure’ Navigator you will see the ‘Fast Ultrasound’ flowsheet section that is used by the ED Residents to document their procedure. **You STILL NEED TO PULL THIS INTO A PROCEDURE NOTE.** There is a smartphrase [.edusfast] that will pull all the information entered into the flowsheet into the procedure note.

You will be able to document the procedure [using flowsheets section shown below] and access the Procedure note all from the same navigator.

By using the Fast Ultrasound section we will be able to keep the documentation for this procedure consistent no matter who is performing the procedure.